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Scripture Passage: Hosea 2:14 - Therefore, behold, I will allure her, will bring her into the 

wilderness, and speak comfort to her. (NKJV) 

Devotional: I imagine we all are experiencing what could be called a WILDERNESS as we spend 

ample amounts of time distanced from what once was our “normal.” I know I have experienced a wide 

array of emotions about being distanced, ranging from total peace and thankfulness to raging and 

angry, with a colorful assortment of other emotions in between. It’s been all that I can do to just take 

one day at a time, recognize where I am emotionally and mentally for the day, and try to tell myself 

not to worry about tomorrow, because, who can know what’s going to happen when each day 

changes? One day at a time. 

What I have been able to take away so far from this experience is that this does in fact feel like a 

place set apart. Since we have not been so busy with our average American life, I have been able to 

recognize this as a moment where I have the time and space to connect to things that bring me life. 

My family schedule is less harried, the to-do’s and errands are less, and the menu of options to fill our 

calendar have all but been erased. Do we miss being with people? YES. Do we miss engaging with 

others for church, or parties, or BBQ’s? YES. Do we miss the freedom to plan and follow through with 

outings and adventure and entertainment? YES. But in return, I was given the chance to stop & to 

look at how the busy-ness was affecting us, and then choose ways to engage my children, my 

husband, and the Lord. 

I was telling a friend about how this physical distancing felt like a wilderness, but not in a negative 

way; I was finding it as an opportunity to reset life. Mike and I often choose to be homebodies and to 

not pack our schedule full, and we say no. But this felt more like a chance to rest, be set apart from 

others, and listen to what He has to say. The simplicity of life now offered the opportunity to dig into 

the Word and find treasures I had not noticed before. I found that while studying our first act of Mark 

that John the Baptist was in the wilderness. And then, that Jesus also went from being baptized to 

spending time set apart in the wilderness. Also, after coming out of Passover, I recognized that the 

whole Telling of Passover is about God bringing His people out from slavery - not directly into the 

Promised Land - but into the wilderness where He could sift and shake out what did not belong. His 

plan in the wilderness was to refine those He calls His own; to help them recognize actions and 

choices that were keeping them from fully being His children. Looking at Saul becoming Paul, he also 

spent time in the wilderness before he entered his ministry, and there are more examples. My friend 

listened to me as I excitedly pointed out my discoveries, and then she urged me to look in Hosea for 

the verse about ‘wilderness’. Hosea 2:14 - Therefore, behold, I will allure her, will bring her into the 

wilderness, and speak comfort to her. 

Jesus is calling all of us into a wilderness. A place set apart where we are not distracted, busy, 

frenzied, or overloaded. A place where He can sit with you, be with you, and refine you. A place 

where He can be your Comforter, your All-in-All. Could you look at this distancing thing the whole 

world is experiencing as a place of wilderness, not in a negative way, but in a way that could lead you 

closer to The One Who Loves You Most? 


